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ABSTRACT 

 

 The effective permittivity of granular composite materials is closely related to the 

composition of their constituents. In the static limit we use the finite-element (FE) method as 

a numerical tool to compute the effective permittivity of loss less two-phase random 

composites; taking into count all internal multipolar interactions between inclusions which 

contribute to the polarization of the material medium. The impact of the surface fraction of 

the filled granular material is studied. The numerical results were compared with the 

experimental published data and with the Bruggmann and Looyenga mixing rules. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The study of electrical properties of composites is essential for many applications in diverse 

fields as engineering materials for electronics, electromagnetic compatibility or geophysical 

and biomedical applications. The success of composite materials arises from the ability of 

obtaining very diverse properties depending on the characteristics of the phase constituents. 

The effective permittivity of composite materialsdepends not only on the physical properties 

of its components, but it is also determined by the microstructure of such heterogeneous 

system. Spite of the richness of literature by research works that deal the case of composite 

materials with known inclusion forms, little interest is devoted to the modeling of granular 

composites and structures with very fine inclusions randomly dispersed in the matrix. The 

first objective of this work is to model granular microstructure composites by two-
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dimensional finite element method FE-2D. The results are compared with the empirical 

models of Bruggmannand Looyenga, and with the experimental measurements of the 

composite family TiO2/epoxy (ceramic/polymer) published in the article [1]. 

The FE method is one of the numerical modeling of two or three dimensional composite 

structures. FE method is versatile and efficient for a universal study of heterogeneous media. 

Throughout this work, all simulations are two-dimensional. But many theorists have 

examined this subject by performing different computational methods, e.g., density-functional 

theory (DFT) [2], the different variants of the boundary integral equation (BIE) [3][4], the 

finite integration algorithm [5], the Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm [6], multipole moments 

[7][8], the genetic algorithm [9], the finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) method [10], and 

the fast Fourier transform (FFT) method [11][12], on a variety of heterogeneous systems. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follow: in section II, a brief review of some 

important aspects of effective medium approach and some classical mixing rules. Section III, 

presents a 2D description of the studied granular composite. Section IV, describes the finite-

element methodology and computational aspects. Section V, reports the numerical results and 

comments the effects of the surface fraction of inclusions and the 2D modeling limits for 

studying the real granular composites. Conclusion is provided in section VI. 

EFFECTIVE MEDIUM APPROACH AND CLASSICAL MIXING RULES 

The problem of determining the effective permittivity of heterogeneous two-phase materials 

has a long history. The origins of the modern concept of effective permittivity can be found in 

the scientific literature of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Particularly 

noteworthy early and pioneering contributions were made by Maxwell and Rayleigh. The 

medium under consideration will be characterized in the static limit, i.e. the spatial variation 

of the external electric field is very large compared to the typical size of the inclusions 

immerged in the host medium. And the heterogeneous system can be represented by the 

macroscopic or effective permittivity (Figure 1). Abundant theoretical and computational 

descriptions of the effective permittivity of random two-phase component materials do exist, 

but testing real composite data requires use of a physical model. Historically, the randomness 

studies of composites and also the mixing rules have been a difficult task as totally different 

descriptions and consequently to serious errors interpreting experimental data. 

The numerical results can help in the acceptance or rejection of mixing rules and to identify 

weaknesses that limit the application of analytical models. The effective permittivity of 

composite materials does not depend solely of the physical properties of its constituents, but it 

is also determined by the microstructure of such heterogeneous systems. 
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Fig 1: Homogenization of a two phase mixture of black inclusions with permittivity εi immersed in 

white background medium with permittivity εe. The effective permittivity εeff depends heavily on the 

permittivity of individual phases, their relative fractional surface, the permittivity contrast between 

inclusions and host media and the shapes of the inclusions. 

 

This concerns mainly the forms of inclusions, their distribution in the matrix, their orientation 

with respect to external field and their volume fraction. However, the effective permittivity is 

a very complex function dependent on different factors.For the case of discoidal inclusions, 

the prediction of the effective permittivity of the mixture according to the Bruggmann mixing 

rule reads [13][14]:  
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Here, disks of permittivity i are located randomly in a homogeneous environment of 

permittivity e and occupy the surface fraction f. 

Most mixing rules exist, they give good results in cases where the inclusions are spherical, 

non-contact, low concentration and low contrast k=i/e. But for high densities and 

permittivity contrasts, the analytical models can predict very different results. This is 

illustrated in Figure 2. If k is small (Figure 2a), the effective permittivity depending on the 

surface fraction is nearly linear; this is true for all mixing rules. On Figure 2, we plot another 

models but they are not cited in the text.We propose thereafter, to compare our numerical 

results with the mixing rules of Bruggmann and Looyenga [15], which is written in the 

following form: 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
Fig 2: Surface fraction dependence of the effective permittivity of some popular mixing rules 

(Maxwell-Garnett, Bruggmann, Looyenga, Böttcher, and the bounds of Wiener). Inclusions of 

permittivity i are embedded in a host medium of permittivity e=2. For (a) and (b), i is equal to 5 

and 80 respectively. For high densities and permittivity contrasts, the analytical models predict very 

different results. 

 

FINITE-ELEMENT METHODOLOGY 

Over the past two decades, computer simulation has proved its effectiveness to be a useful 

numerical tool to understand more relationship between the dielectric properties of two and 

multiple phase composite materials and their microstructure, a major topic in condensed 

matter research due to the wide variety of heterostructures which exist in practice. Many 

theoretical studies based on numerical calculations can be found in the literature, especially in 

the case where the inclusions are randomly dispersed in the matrix [10][16][17][18]. Given 

that the empirical models predict different results, except for the case of dilute limit, many 

researchers push their studies to recover semi-empirical models based on the numerical results 

[10] [19]. In order to study some details of the dielectric properties of random composites in 

the quasi-static limit, the finite-element FE method is used in an objective to determine the 

effective permittivity. An illustration is useful at this point. 
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Fig 3: Illustration of the numerical calculation of the effective permittivity of random composite 

material 

Figure 3 shows that we consider a parallel plate capacitor with conducting plates of area S and 

separation distance h which is filled with the composite material to be studied. The two plates 

are submitted to a potential difference (V1-V2=1V).Solving the problem at hand means finding 

the local potential distribution inside the studied material by solving the first principle of 

electrostatics Laplace’s equation:  

0))(( 0  Vr  (3) 

Where (r) and Vare the local relative permittivity and the potential distribution inside the 

material domain respectively with zero charge density. 0=8.85.10
-12

F/m is the permittivity of 

the vacuum. Edge fringing effects can be eliminated by the periodic boundary conditions 

V/n=0 enforced on the left and right of the cell. Periodic boundary conditions mean imply 

that the two boundaries are identical. Two conditions are required: (i) it must be possible to 

transform opposite faces into each other by simple translation and, (ii) for each pair of edges 

the phase distributions and the FE discretization must be compatible. A detailed description of 

the method can be found in the literature [18]. 

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

Our study focuses on the granular composite with fine inclusions represented by small 

squares. Figures 4a and 4b show granular specimens with different concentrations f=1.7% and 

15.6% respectively. The samples are 1 cm² dimensions. The relative permittivity of inclusions  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 

Fig 4: The small square inclusions of permittivity i=114 and surface fraction f is embedded in 

a host media of permittivity e=3.7. Specimens of virtual granular composite with two different 

surface fractions of inclusions f=1.7% for (a) and f=15.6% for (b). (Color) Schematic of the 

FEM calculated electrostatic potential (c)-(d) in the unit cell. The bar on the right gives the 

values of the potential and the electric field corresponding to the colors.  

 

and host media are i=114 and e=3.7 respectively. Figures 4c and 4d show the electrostatic 

potential distribution in the computation domain. To summarize and to aid the 

implementation, our self-consistent procedure for the calculation of the effective permittivity 

of granular composites is as follows. 

1) Generate randomly and uniformly distributed small squares by MATLAB ® program 

without overlap. The maximum surface fraction is 35.75%. The choice of square 

inclusions is to get as possible real grains. 

2) Carry out of the calculation of the effective permittivity using the FE software package 

COMSOL ®. The samples are imported in the software environment and the material 

properties are affected to inclusions and host medium. COMSOL has an automatic 

mesh generator which uses many parameters for controlling the size and the density of 

the element in the mesh. 
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3) Average of the effective permittivity of the granular composite over all sample 

realizations. All computations were carried out on a personal computer with Pentium 

D processor (3.4 GHz) running Windows. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The classical mixing rules fail to predict the effective permittivity, because the permittivity 

contrast is generally large on the real granular composites and the shape of elementary 

inclusion is far from the assumptions of mixing models, which assume well separated 

spherical inclusions. This study has an objective to predict numerically and more accurately 

than the analytical models the macroscopic permittivity of the Titanium dioxide-polymer 

composites (TiO2/epoxy). TiO2 is anisotropic ceramic material with permittivity i=114 and 

epoxy polymer is an amorphic isotropic material with permittivity e=3.7. The mixture 

consists of a 2D-structure, where the elementary squares are filled in background material. 

The fine square inclusions have a high polarizability like real inclusions and occupy the 

simulation domain in random positions. The problem was solved, like it is mentioned above, 

using the FE method. 

 

 

Fig 5: Simulations, analytical data, and measurements of effective permittivity of Titanium 

dioxide/epoxy (TiO2/epoxy) composite as a function of the surface fraction (volume fraction 

for measurements). Numerical data predict more accurately the effective permittivity taking 

into count the fine structure of the mixture and the inter particle interactions. 
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The simulations, the analytical data, and measurements [1] are presented in figure 5. It can be 

seen, that none of the Bruggmann and Looyenga equations model correctly the fine structure 

of the TiO2/epoxy composite, and the analytical predictions are diverged from the real values 

[1]. This proves that the assumptions of fine structure and the inter particles interactions are 

not considered in the empirical models. 

The numerical results presented in figure 5 predict accurately, over the [0-30%] concentration 

range, the effective permittivity of TiO2/epoxy composite than the Looyenga and Bruggmann 

models, and the deviation is reasonably small. Simulations take into count the elementary 

shape of inclusions, the high permittivity contrast, the multipolar interactions between 

inclusions, and the effect of the surface fraction. The 2D-simulations can compute speedily 

the effective permittivity and they reduce the computer resourcesneeded for numerical 

calculations compared to the 3D computations. Finally, the microstructure and the high 

polarizability of real inclusions can be better taken into count. 

CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that the ceramic-polymer composites can be modeled from the 

microstructure. The fine inclusions are represented by small squares in 2D-computational 

domain. The problem is resolved by the finite element method in the quasi-static limit, and the 

correlation between measurements and simulations is very good for [0-30%] concentration 

range. It is demonstrated that the empirical models fail to predict effective permittivity of real 

composites. The modeling method, especially the 2D-modeling, is useful for the design of 

granular composite materials, and it can be also used for remote sensing applications. 
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